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Last summer James Smith and Lucy Maple
revealed what they got up to as teenagers in
and around New House Lane during the long
school holidays, taking care not to give too

they may now be grown-ups in
their late twenties, but they're not too old for a
telling-off from their mums and dads. They
much away

needn't have worried too much, though, as the
previous generation clearly had more to hide
from their own parents.
Here, James'dad Colin reveals what he and
his gang got up to around Hilltop in the fifties
when they were kids . .. (Someone should've
kept a closer eye on theml)
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HE YEAR always started with snow, which brought
all the Gang out on to the piste, namely the larger of
the two hills in Merton Lane. A fleet of sledges all
lined up to see who could go the furthest that developed into
the Formula I of sledging, with two sledges lashed together
making a formidable articulated machine loaded with as many
passengers as possible. Didn't it go! Usually depositing the
occupants unceremoniously at the bottom of the hill. There
were the occasional infiltrators from Cossington Road, sparking off major conflicts settled with WMS (wet moulded snow,
otherwise known as snowballs). Who won? Must have been
the Gang

of '56.

Could the kids do it now? Unfortunately not-too many
cars, too dangerous and remembering the intensity of the
snowball fights, everyone would end up with ASBOs.
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T ue EASTER period heralded Mother's Day where a trip
I to Mr Hoare's smallholding was essential to buy fieldgrown daffodils for mum. Buying as many as you could catry
for very little money made you mum's favourite for days.
What a result?

We did not have to cycle to the Bon-Bon for sweets as we
had our very own village store, a bit like Ike's store in The
Walton's. The downside here was rationing-we were, after
all, the War Time Babies. But what excitement when rationing
was abandoned and Wagon Wheels appeared. Kids, they were
enormous!

British Bulldog and Man Hunt are just buzzwords. The real
game was for two teams - one to defend the area around the
telephone box the other to attack it by getting to it undetected
or caught. It took in the held above, on the corner of Iffin and
NHL, Lovers Walk (how many of you can identi$r this
walk?)" banks, trees etc. Health and Safety what Health and
Safety? On reflection it was dangerous, however we never
lost anyone, perhaps more by luck than judgement.
The woods at the top of the Lane had to be explored, bomb
craters to be found, trees to climb, trial courses to be ridden on
bikes, often resulting in a damaged machine. My Dad, saying
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every time 'this is the last time I'm fixing your bikel'. But he
always did.

Qf nwc INTO SUMMER - the meadow opposite the Hall
lJ became our recreation ground with the sheep taking off to
the other side. Memorable cricket matches were played out
often with dads joining in. I can't recall any ball tampering,
perhaps we had standards. The first stile on the path to Cockering became our meeting point where we would plan the next
adventure. The Gang of'56 Think Tank had no boundaries.

Summer holidays called for serious planning, particularly
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'Summer holidays called for serious planning'.
back row. Keith Goddards ('1), Tony Knife (2),
Mr Boughton (3) Colin Smith (a); front row'. Jlll
Garvin (5), Jenny Clements (6), Vic (Rolston)
Goddards (7), Martin (Bunny) Bundock (B),
Ann Knife (9), Pam Keen (10).

the adventure to the Devils Drinking
Trough on the Wye Downs. Off we
would go on our bikes with a vast sum
of money to buy some biscuits and a
bottle of Bing with a flip action top, 3d

(that's l.ll4p) back on the

empty.

Bing was never the same when production shifted from Canterburv and
went to a plastic bottle.

The purchases were made at
Waltham Post Office and we would go
in one by one to buy our bottle of Bing

and select biscuits always from

the

bottom of the stack. For the younger
amongst you, biscuits were loose in

tins-they did not always come
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business and didn't the bangers then
go BANG! On the night, the dads lit
the bonfire and managed the fire-
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works and mums would bake potatoes in the ashes, each a memorable
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longer there. These were bought
weekly and built into a fantastic collection. These fireworks were the

occasion.
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wrappings that you can't open without
the season.
breaking the biscuits. The Post Master
All the above comes with a health
knew we were having a joke with him but never showed it, but
warning. There were only about l0 or 12 regular vehicles
then he must have liked us - he smiled taking our money.
using the roads and four of them were the butcher (Mr. Hills)
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UTUIUN and Guy Fawkes kept us going as the

days

nmed. dark and cold and November the 5th was an important date in the diary. We started collecting all the unwanted

combustible materials around the neighbourhood to build a
giant of a bonfire. There were rivals in the road, but the one at
the Haven was always the biggest. We collected for weeks
and built a triumph of art and engineering, only for my father
to pull it all down and build it more safely.
Pocket money was saved for fireworks, which were purchased from Manklows paper shop in Wincheap, sadly no

the milkman (Hambrook's) the baker (Ron Evans of Hoppers)
and Buttons (now Bookers) delivering to the store. The ironmongers (Goodman's) sold cleaning materials and paraffin
that were delivered by horse and cart; and Wincheap farm still
had a horse and cart operated by Mr. Sexton, known to us as
Baggy TrousersLaws and times were different then and awareness of danger different also. I presume our parents knew the risks but
were prepared to take them. And appeared, most of the time at
least, to trust us. I'm not sure I would have!

